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ABSTRACT

As queries submitted by users directly aect search experiences,
how to organize queries has always been a research focus in Web
search studies. While search request becomes complex and ex-
ploratory, many search sessions contain more than a single query
thus reformulation becomes a necessity. To help users better for-
mulate their queries in these complex search tasks, modern search
engines usually provide a series of reformulation entries on search
engine result pages (SERPs), i.e., query suggestions and related
entities. However, few existing work have thoroughly studied why
and how users perform query reformulations in these heteroge-
neous interfaces. Therefore, whether search engines provide su-
cient assistance for users in reformulating queries remains under-
investigated. To shed light on this research question, we conducted
a eld study to analyze ne-grained user reformulation behaviors
including reformulation type, entry, reason, and the inspiration
source with various search intents. Dierent from existing eorts
that rely on external assessors to make judgments, in the eld study
we collect both implicit behavior signals and explicit user feedback
information. Analysis results demonstrate that query reformulation
behavior in Web search varies with the type of search tasks. We
also found that the current query suggestion/related query recom-
mendations provided by search engines do not oer enough help
for users in complex search tasks. Based on the ndings in our eld
study, we design a supervised learning framework to predict: 1) the
reason behind each query reformulation, and 2) how users organize
the reformulated query, both of which are novel challenges in this
domain. This work provides insight into complex query reformula-
tion behavior in Web search as well as the guidance for designing
better query suggestion techniques in search engines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In complex search scenarios, users usually strive for useful infor-
mation by reformulating their queries in multiple search rounds.
As queries submitted by users directly aect their search experi-
ences, query reformulation has always been a bottleneck issue in
Web search. It is therefore of vital importance to provide query
reformulation supports in SERPs.

To help search engines better fulll users’ information needs, a
large body of research has focused on designing better frameworks
for query suggestion or query auto-completion [7, 22, 35]. However,
these data-driven methods only relied on coarse-grained represen-
tations of the users’ previous knowledge within the session to t the
observational data, i.e., predicting the next query [9]. More in-depth
investigations should be conducted on both the motivation and the
pattern of user reformulations. Based on search engine logs, existing
eorts have analyzed users’ reformulating behaviors [12, 14, 21, 31].
As search logs are noisy and only contain implicit feedback from
users, some researchers conducted user studies to collect richer
data in a more controlled environment [9, 19, 27]. However, few
existing studies on query reformulation have taken a further step in
understanding user intents behind the query reformulation. There-
fore, besides predicting the content of the next query, we need to
further investigate why and how users reformulate a query for the
optimization of search engines.

Moreover, existing studies were mainly designed for text-only
SERPs. As modern search engines usually provide a series of entries
(or interfaces) for users to better reformulate their queries (see
Figure 1 as an example), user behavior may also be aected by
these entries. However, to our best knowledge, most existing studies
ignore user interactions with these heterogeneous entries. How
users will reformulate their queries with these supports from search
engines is still under-investigated. Therefore, understanding how
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Figure 1: Typical entries provided for query reformulation

in a popular commercial search engine.

users utilize these interfaces is necessary for further improving
them.

So in this study, we go beyond predicting the next queries and
thoroughly investigate the intents and reasons that drive users’
query reformulation behavior. We also analyze how users inter-
act with dierent types of query reformulation entries as well as
how systems should better support users in reformulating queries.
Specically, we aim to address the following research questions:

• RQ1: How do users’ query reformulating behaviors evolve
within search sessions?

• RQ2: Do users perform reformulations dierently under
various search intents?

• RQ3: Can we predict why and how users reformulate their
queries?

To shed light on the above research questions, we conducted
a large-scale eld study to collect both implicit user behavioral
signals as well as the rst-tier feedback concerning query reformu-
lation. An in-depth investigation of users’ evolving reformulations
within sessions is then presented. We further compare user refor-
mulating behaviors across various search intents and gure out
subtle dierences between user actions. To take further steps in
modeling user reformulations, we propose two novel challenges of
predicting why and how users reformulate a query. Inspired by the
ndings in our eld study, we design a supervised learning method.
Extensive experimental results on our collected data have shown
that our method can achieve high-quality prediction in both tasks.

In summary, the contributions of this work are three folds:
• We conduct a eld study tailored for the investigation of user
reformulations and obtain a large-scale practical dataset with
abundant daily search behaviors. The dataset supports more
in-depth investigations of user reformulating behaviors 1.

• We thoroughly analyze the trends of various aspects of users’
reformulating behaviors and the corresponding distributions
under dierent intent taxonomies. The ndings provide new

1Now available at http://www.thuir.cn/tiangong-qref

insight into complex user reformulations as well as the guide-
lines for designing more ecient query suggestion tech-
niques in SERPs.

• Based on the analysis in the eld study, we propose a su-
pervised learning framework to predict why and how users
reformulate a query, both of which are novel challenges in
this domain. Extensive experimental results have shown the
possibility of modeling more delicate aspects of user refor-
mulations by leveraging session contexts.

2 RELATEDWORK

2.1 Query Suggestion and Auto-completion

Whether users make good use of search engines depends largely on
whether they submit appropriate queries. To assist users in refor-
mulating their queries, numerous studies have aimed at improving
services like query suggestions and auto-completion [1, 5, 11, 29, 35].
Early work relied on the query association or similarities within
search sessions, e.g., mining the association rules [10, 20, 36] or the
co-occurrence relationships [15]. Based on Markov Models, Cao
et al. [1] learned the associations between consecutive queries and
proposed a novel query suggestion model, namely QVMM. Another
body of research leverages statistical features to learn user reformu-
lating behaviors [6, 32, 34]. By analyzing the trends of user reformu-
lations within sessions, Jiang et al. [21] extracted features including
the co-occurrence frequency, position in the session, and so on,
to improve query auto-completion. With the boom of deep learn-
ing, Sordoni et al. [35] rst adopted the hierarchical RNN-based
framework to encode the query history within sessions. Dehghani
et al. [7] incorporated a copy mechanism into the query decoder of
their model given the observation that most query terms within a
session are retained from the previously submitted queries.

While these frameworks are eective in predicting the next
queries that users may issue, they could not explain how a contex-
tual factor will spur on a reformulating action, i.e., lack of inter-
pretability. More in-depth investigations should be conducted to
better understand why and how users reformulate a query.

2.2 User Reformulation Analysis

To better understand user reformulations, there is a broad spectrum
of research aiming at analyzing users reformulating behaviors in
various search scenarios [2, 14, 17, 25, 31]. Huang et al. [16] in-
vestigated various reformulation strategies of search users based
on a search engine log. These strategies are based on the content
change, including word reorder, remove/add words, URL striping,
acronym, substring/superstring, abbreviation, etc. To enhance E-
commerce search, Hirsch et al. [14] analyzed the distribution of
dierent types of reformulations, changes of search result pages
retrieved for the reformulations, and clicks&purchases performed
upon the retrieved results on the eBay platform. From other perspec-
tives, reformulating behaviors have also been leveraged to predict
satisfaction [12, 18] as well as to model session contexts [28].

Web search involves abundant human interactions, hence re-
search in Information Retrieval (IR) should properly consider user
perceptions. Besides analyzing search logs, user studies have also
been conducted to explore the way that users formulate their
queries [9, 23]. Based on eye-tracking, Eickho et al. [9] studied
query renement to gain precise and detailed insight into which
terms the user was exposed to in a search session. Compared to
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previous ones, their work provided more insight into ner-grained
user reformulations. However, they focused merely on the content
of query reformulations, i.e, tracking user attention at the term
level. Also, experimental setups in their lab-based user study may
cause participants to perform dierently from the realistic sce-
narios. To take further steps in understanding user reformulation,
we conducted a long-term eld study to collect a practical search
dataset that is available for more in-depth investigations on user
reformulations.

3 FIELD STUDY

Field study has been proposed to overcome the limitations of lab
studies and large-scale log analysis [13]. Experimental setups in
user studies in controlling some factors may cause participants
to behave dierently while search engine logs are usually noisy
and only contain observations (e.g., queries, timestamps, clicked
results, and so forth) from users. Therefore, we conducted a one-
month eld study to collect more realistic and detailed behavioral
data as well as rst-tier user feedbacks. Our study is inspired by
previous work [37, 38], but focuses more on detailed facets of user
reformulations. Zhang et al. [38] conducted a study to explore
the consistency between user behavior modeling and satisfaction
measurement to better understand evaluation metrics, while Wu
et al. [37] designed the study specically for the image search
scenario. To emphasize on detailed user reformulating behaviors
and their cognitive process in session search, we collected more
user feedback (e.g., why and how they reformulate a query) as well
as implicit actions, which were not considered in previous work.

3.1 Procedure

Following previous work [13, 37], the procedure of our studymainly
consists of three stages:

3.1.1 Task Introduction. We recruited 50 participants via an online
pre-experiment questionnaire which collected their demographic
information and daily search habits. All of them were familiar with
the basic usage of search engines. After signing a consent form and
agreeing with our data collection policies, participants applied for
our eld study and were instructed with the requirements via an
online meeting. They were also told to install a browser extension
on their PCs (desktops or laptops). The extension was tailored for
our study purpose, which recorded the participants’ daily search
activities and could be turned on or o at any time. After the task
introduction, we further invited them to complete a 10-minute pilot
study. Having ensured that all participants were familiar with the
experimental process and understood some key concepts, they were
told to use their PCs for daily search anywhere as usual.

3.1.2 Data Collection. Our lab study lasted for about one month.
During this period, the participants’ daily Web search activities
would be recorded automatically by the browser extension if it was
on. Participants could review previously issued queries, split them
into search tasks, and further provide feedback at their convenience.
To ensure the quality of user annotations, we set a two-day expira-
tion for all search tasks and queries (we suppose that a participant
may not have distinct impressions on a task after this time interval).
If a search task had not been reviewed within two days after it was
recorded, then all queries within it together with their correspond-
ing search logs would be removed from our database. To ensure
individual privacy, the participants could remove any recorded

queries at the reviewing phase. More details of the collected data
will be later introduced in Section §3.2.

3.1.3 Summarization. After one month of data collection, we an-
nounced the completion of the eld study to participants. They
were remunerated according to their engagement and contribution:
about $6 for the basic participation plus $0.15 for each valid query
log. According to a simple post-experiment interview, most partic-
ipants were satised with the design of our eld study as well as
the remuneration, indicating the rationality of the experimental
setups.

3.2 Experimental Platform & Data Description

Our experimental platform consists of: 1) a Chrome extension 2,
and 2) an annotation platform, of which the former records the
participants’ daily search activities while the latter collects their
feedbacks. An overview of explicit information we collected is
presented in Table 1.

3.2.1 Search Behavior Log. The Chrome extension we developed
could be installed on various chrome-based browsers and could
record search-related activities when specic events such as clicking
or mouse movements were triggered. To better understand how
users reformulate a query, the extension recorded the sources of
reformulations by locating the action within the current SERP.
Other information we recorded are listed as follows: 1) HTML:
including the URLs and HTML contents of SERPs and landing
pages; 2)Mouse events: including details about mouse movements,
clicks, and scrolling; 3) Queries: the content of queries that the
participants issued; 4) Timestamps: including the starting and
ending timestamps for all pages and user activities.

3.2.2 Search Feedback. As the browser extension recorded user
activities implicitly, we also developed an annotation platform to
collect more explicit feedback from users. Our annotation platform
mainly consists of ve functional screens (each screen collected
some information, as shown in Table 1). While reviewing the search
task, the participants needed to go through these screens sequen-
tially, yet they could leave the pages at any time and then continue
annotating by re-entering from the home page. The ve screens
are as follows:
• I: Search task identication: In this screen, participants needed
to review the queries they have issued and group them into ses-
sions according to search intents. Compared to previous work
that adopted a time threshold (i.e., 30 minutes) to split sessions [3,
21], this approach may be more appropriate. Moreover, they can
freely remove a query no matter whether it has been assigned to
a task. This would make them feel relaxed and act as usual while
searching.

• II: Task annotation A: In this screen, participants needed to
ll a post-questionnaire about the search task, which includes
the annotation about: 1) urgency, 2) atmosphere, 3) specicity,
4) trigger, and 5) expertise. The details of these attributes are
presented in the top ve rows of Table 1.

• III: Query annotation: For a specic search task, participants
should provide feedbacks for each query. More descriptions about
each question can be found in the "Query" row group in Table 1.
Based on the previous work [16, 31], we create a new intent-level

2Support for two largest commercial search engines in China: Baidu and Sogou.
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Table 1: Descriptions of explicit information collected in our eld study. The superscript 1/2 denotes the attributewas collected

via the annotation platform/browser extension. Implicit signals were also collected but are not included in this table.

Attribute Description Screen Value / Option

Task

Urgency1 Were you very urgent in completing this search task? II (0) have plenty of time - (4) very urgent
Atmosphere1 How was the environment while you were searching? II (0) very silent - (4) very noisy
Specicity1 How specic was your search intent? II (0) very broad - (4) very clear
Trigger1 †How was this search task motivated? II (0) interest-driven - (4) task-driven
Expertise1 Were you familiar with the search tasks before searching? II (0) not at all - (4) very familiar
Satisfaction1 Were you satised with the search process during this task? V (0) unsatised - (4) very satised
Diculty1 How do you feel about the diculty of nding useful information? V (0) very easy - (4) very dicult
Success1 Did you nd any useful information for this task? V (0) almost no - (4) all you want

Query

Reformulation
Type1

What is the intent-level relation between this query
and the last one? III

(A) specication; (B) generalization; (C) meronym; (D) holonym;
(E) synonym; (F) somewhat relevant¶ ; (G) total new topic;
(H) other:__

Reformulation
Reason1 Why did you reformulate this query or end your search? III

(A) having found enough information;
(B) found no useful information with great eort;
(C) come up with a better query, w/o intent shift;
(D) come up with a more interesting query, w/ intent shift;
(E) other:__

Reformulation
Entry2 The interface that the user used to reformulate this query. –

(A) search input box; (B) query suggestion (related queries);
(C) related entities; (D) hot or top searched queries;
(E) entries in other pages

Reformulation
Inspiration1 Which component inspired you to reformulate this query? III (A) SERP search snippets; (B) SERP other components;

(C) landing pages; (D) others (e.g., a cognitive snap)
Satisfaction1 Were you satised with the search results in this query? III (0) unsatised - (4) very satised

Result Usefulness1 How do you rate the usefulness for each result
for completing the search task? IV (0) useless - (2) highly useful; (3) serendipity

† This attribute describes the weights of two motivations: search for interest or task completion. Lower values mean a user is mainly motivated by interest while higher values
mean the search is mainly task-driven. A medium value represents the search process is both interest- and task-driven. We suppose that a search process with neither interest
nor task purpose makes no sense.
¶ Participants were told to select this option if they found a query was related to the last one but the relationship did not belong to option (A) - (E);

taxonomy for reformulation types. As existing taxonomies may
be coarse-grained and some types are overlapped with the others
at the intent level, we made two changes here: 1) we merge vari-
ous types with the same search intents into "synonym", e.g., same
queries, spelling correction, reorganizing query terms, abbrevia-
tion, etc; 2) some types are divided into ner-grained subtypes,
e.g., "specication"→"specication" and "meronym". For exam-
ple, "iPhone X" is a specialized query of "iPhone" while "iPhone
screen " is the meronym of it. However, many previous studies
roughly classied them into "specication" without distinction.
We deem that these two relationships are dierent and the new
taxonomy can better distinguish subtle dierences between users’
evolving intents. To better understand users’ evolving intents,
we also collected the reason, inspiration source for each reformu-
lating behavior. Detailed descriptions for some options in these
attributes are presented in Table 2. At the end of each query
annotation component, there is an entry for the next screen:
SERP annotation. Having annotated all queries and clicked the
submission button, the screen will locate at V.

• IV: SERP annotation: This screen is a child window of each
query in screen III, providing the view of the corresponding SERP.
Participants should refer to the view and rate the usefulness for
each result using a 4-point Likert-type scale from 0 to 3. Results
with the highest usefulness are denoted as "serendipity", which
represents that not only do they contain useful information but
also bring surprise to participants. To alleviate the participants’
eorts, participants were told only to rate usefulness for the
results they had examined. After submitting the annotation, the
screen will return to III.

• V: Task annotation B: Including the annotation for task satis-
faction, diculty, and success. Having submitted this page, all

Table 2: Detailed explanations for some options in reformu-

lation type, reason, entry, and inspiration source.

Attribute Option Example/Distinctions Between Other Options

Type (A) iPhone→ iPhone X;
desktop wallpaper→ desktop wallpaper HD

Type (B) iPhone X→ iPhone;
desktop wallpaper HD→ desktop wallpaper

Type (C) iPhone→ iPhone battery
Type (D) iPhone battery→ iPhone

Type (E) abbr→ abbreviation; laebl→ label;
capital of Slovenia→ Slovenia capital

Reason (A) Users left this query with satisfaction.

Reason (B) Being unsatised with most results, users were forced

to change the query.

Reason (C) Users initiatively came up with a better query to fulll
the current search intent.

Reason (D) Users’ intent shifted to other subtopics/topics.
Insp. (A) Including the contents of titles and snippets.

Insp. (B) Including other components in SERP except for search
snippets, e.g., query suggestion.

Insp. (D) The inspiration was not from the screen.

information for the search task will be saved in our database.
Participants could continue entering screen I to annotate other
tasks or leave the platform.

3.3 Participants and Collected Data

We ltered a proportion of data since some information was not
recorded accurately. Moreover, we found invalid annotations from
two participants through manual inspection. There were also ve
participants having searched nothing. After data cleaning, we re-
served information from 43 participants. These participants were
aged from 18 to 52, of which 22 were male while the rest were
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female. Among them, there were 17 undergraduates, 16 graduates,
and ten employees from dierent universities and companies.

Finally, we collected 5,958 sessions and 12,752 queries in total.
The number of sessions that contain more than one query is 2,356,
of which short sessions (length=2) account for about 46.7%. The
distribution of session length is presented in Figure 2. Compared
to search logs [3, 30], our data contains more longer sessions. As
we focus on user reformulating behaviors, only sessions that con-
tain at least two queries were considered for our study. Overall,
each participant clicked 1.04 results and acted 0.29 clicks on other
components in the SERP per query. Meanwhile, they browsed 2.59
landing pages or other pages on average for each query.

Figure 2: Distribution of session length in our collected data.

4 USER REFORMULATION ANALYSIS

Based on the collected data, we delve into twomain aspects to better
understand user reformulating behaviors. In Section §4.1, we rst
answer RQ1 by analyzing the overall trends of user reformulations
within sessions. As long sessions may contain much noise, we only
consider sessions with no more than ten queries, which account for
over 95% of all sessions. We further make a comparative analysis of
ne-grained reformulating behaviors under dierent search intents
in Section §4.2 to investigate RQ2.

4.1 Reformulation Evolution Within Sessions

In this section, we analyze how various aspects of user reformula-
tion evolve over time in search sessions. These aspects include: 1)
reformulation type at both syntactic- and intent-level, 2) reason for
reformulation, 3) reformulation entry, and 4) inspiration source of
reformulation (See descriptions of the aspects in Table 1).

4.1.1 Reformulation type. Based on our new intent-level taxon-
omy, we have collected information on reformulation type through
the eld study. To compare the dierence between our taxonomy
with the previous ones, following [3, 16], we also develop a syntac-
tic taxonomy by analyzing the query change. Let qt /qt−1 be two
consecutive queries andW (q) be the bag of words for q, we dene
added/deleted/intersected terms as follows:

+4qt = {w |w ∈W (qt ),w <W (qt−1)};
−4qt = {w |w <W (qt ),w ∈W (qt−1)};
∩qt = {w |w ∈W (qt ),w ∈W (qt−1)}.

Then the ve types can be formulated as:
• Add: +4qt , ∅,−4qt = ∅;
• Delete: +4qt = ∅,−4qt , ∅;
• Change: +4qt , ∅,−4qt , ∅,∩qt , ∅;
• Repeat: +4qt = ∅,−4qt = ∅,∩qt , ∅;
• Others: +4qt , ∅,−4qt , ∅,∩qt = ∅.

Figure 3: Distribution of reformulation type at syntactic

level across reformulation steps in three kinds of sessions.

Figure 4: Distribution of intent-level reformulation type

across reformulation steps in three kinds of sessions

Wedivide all sessions into three groups according to their lengths:
1) short sessions (with two queries); 2) medium sessions (with three
to four queries); 3) long sessions (with at least ve queries). The
evolving distribution of user reformulation type at the syntactic
level is presented in Figure 3.

From Figure 3, themost frequent reformulatingmodes are "Change",
"Add", and "Others". We also nd a stable decay of the "Add" type
from the rst to last reformulation step in all kinds of sessions, indi-
cating that users tend to narrow down the search scope by adding
constraints on queries at the beginning of a session. As the search
progresses, users become gradually clear about their search intents
and are less likely to continue adding constraints. They gradually
shift their intents to other subtopics by replacing some terms from
the previous queries (a rise of "Change" action from 0.31 to 0.44 in
medium sessions, from 0.28 to 0.43 in long sessions) or even new
topics by issuing very dierent queries (a great proportion of the
"Others" type in the later steps). Besides, compared to short and
medium sessions, there is a smaller proportion of "Add" actions
in long sessions, which may be due to the ambiguity of intent in
complex tasks. The diculty of reformulation can be the direct
cause for long sessions and should be emphasized.

As the syntactic taxonomy is coarse-grained, we also plot the
distribution of our intent-level taxonomy in Figure 4. Compared to
Figure 3, we nd that the distribution is more balanced. Further-
more, there is almost no "Others" type annotated by users across
reformulation steps. These observations imply that our taxonomy
can better cover various conditions of user intent change while
reformulating. After merging several types with the same search
intent into "Synonym" (See Table 1), we nd that at all steps the
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Figure 5: Distribution of reformulation reason across refor-

mulation steps in three kinds of sessions

probability that users keep their search intents is around 10%. Intu-
itively, we expect the trend of "Somewhat Relevant" will be similar
to "Change" in the syntactic taxonomy. However, we nd a dier-
ence that the proportion of "Somewhat Relevant" steadily increases
across reformulation steps in all session conditions. Other subtle
dierences between similar types of two taxonomies can also be
found, such as "Add" (average 0.29) vs. "Specication" (average 0.36),
and "Others" (↘↗) vs. "New Topic" (→↗↘), especially in long
sessions. Nevertheless, some trends are similar, such as "Add" (↘)
vs. "Specication/Meronym" (↘), and Delete" (↗) vs. "Generaliza-
tion/Holonym" (↗).

Generally, according to the tendencies in two gures, we can
summarize Web search into a two-phase process: Specialization →

Intent Shift. In the rst phase, users specialize their queries to focus
on a more detailed facet of the search purpose. In the second phase,
they shift their intents to other subtopics or a new topic.

4.1.2 Reformulation reason. Understanding why users reformulate
their current queries may guide to design better query suggestion
techniques on SERPs. According to the observations in the pilot
study, we dened four reasons for a reformulation, which are de-
scribed as options from (A) - (D) in Table 2. To better plot the
trend of the reasons why people reformulate the current query,
we label options (A) - (D) as "Satisfaction", "Dissatisfaction", "Better
Query" and "Intent shift" according to user intent and satisfaction.
As shown in Figure 5, we observe that most users leave the cur-
rent query because they have found enough useful information.
With more queries being issued, they are more likely to be satised
with search results (Satisfaction: "↗"; Dissatisfaction: "↘"). This
nding is consistent with our analysis of the reformulation type.
Users become increasingly clear about the task during search and
could formulate more appropriate queries that retrieve satisfying
results for them. We also nd downtrends for "Better Query" and
"Intent Shift" across session iterations, indicating that users prefer
to replace query terms at the very beginning of sessions. Being
more satised after several search rounds, users may not need to
strive for better queries anymore.

4.1.3 Reformulation entry. Typical reformulation entries provided
by modern search engines include: search input box, query sug-
gestion, related entities, hot queries, and so on. As queries within
each entry component represent a specic direction of user intent
change, we should also analyze the entries that users adopt for
reformulation. Figure 6(a) plots the overall proportion of each re-
formulation entry that users adopt in daily search. According to
the pie chart, users submitted most queries via the search input box
(accounting for 83.64% of all reformulating behaviors), followed

by hot queries (10.95%). To our surprise, the proportions of query
suggestions and related entities are only 3.42% and 0.84%, respec-
tively. This phenomenon shows that search users seldom use the
interfaces provided by search engines for reformulation. The fre-
quency of entering a new query from related entities is even lower
than from other pages. We further investigate the overall trend of
the utilization of several functional reformulation entries across
session reformulation steps. The left subgure of Figure 7 shows a
decline of users’ clicking into the query suggestions over the ses-
sion iterations. On the contrary, they are more likely to be attracted
by hot queries at any step.

(a) Proportion of reformulation entries that users adopt.

(b) Proportion of the reformulation inspiration.

Figure 6: Proportion of reformulation entries adopted by

users and the inspiration source for each reformulation.

4.1.4 Inspiration source. To save users’ eort, search systems should
better guide them in query reformulation. Before that, it is of vital
importance to understand how their reformulating behaviors can
be inuenced by search engines. While browsing Web pages for the
current query, some factors on the pages may inspire a user to for-
mulate a new one. Therefore, we aim to investigate the inspiration
source of each reformulating behavior. Dierent from the results in
Section §4.1.3, there are about 17.2% reformulations inuenced by
other components on SERP in Figure 6(b). This gap suggests that
although these entries are not frequently accessed by users, they
provide some inspirations for them. Another interesting nding is
that users are likely to be inspired by search snippets and landing
pages equally, which implies the eectiveness of search snippets
in enlightening users and the convenience they provide so that
users are unnecessarily to click into landing pages. However, the
majority of the reformulation inspirations (about 58.7%) come from
neither SERPs nor landing pages. As shown in the right subgure
in Figure 7, user eort in reformulation is huge across all steps,
especially in long sessions (e.g., 87% of "Others" inspiration source
in the end). Users are likely to depend more on themselves when
reformulating a query in longer sessions. There may be two main
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reasons: 1) search engines do not provide sucient guidance for
users in complex or in-domain topics; 2) the quality of existing
query suggestions cannot fully satisfy users’ search purposes.

4.2 Reformulation With Various Intents

User intent and domain expertise will inuence their search process.
For instance, a broad intent may cause a search process with more
exploration. A clear intent, on the contrary, can lead to more ex-
ploitation. To investigate how users’ search intents would translate
to their reformulating behaviors, we make a detailed comparison
on the search eort & gain, the proportion of each reformulating
actions, and the user actions under various intents. The Dimensions
we consider for search intents include the trigger and specicity,
which have been collected through our eld study. As domain
expertise has also been proved to impact user interactions and
search outcomes [27, 39], we also analyze the query reformulation
behaviors of users with dierent expertise levels. Regarding the
dependencies between intent trigger, intent specicity, and domain
expertise, we only nd a low positive correlation between trigger
and expertise (Kendall’s τ = 0.3, p < 0.001), indicating that if a
session is triggered by some task to a greater extent the user may
be more familiar about the search domain. Other dimensions can
be considered to be independent of each other. For the sake of anal-
ysis, we introduce the taxonomies of three dimensions with their
corresponding values as follows:

• Intent Trigger: Interest-driven(0), Interest- and Task-driven
(2), Task-driven (4);

• Intent Specicity: Clear (3-4), Borad (0-1);
• Domain Expertise: Familiar (3-4), Unfamiliar (0-1).

Following [37], here we ignore ambiguous values (e.g., the me-
dian values) to better categorize intents. The dierences in user
search eort and gain, reformulating behaviors, and user actions
with regard to various intent triggers, specicity, and expertise are
presented in Table 3. As our data is not normally distributed, we
use the Kruskal-Wallis test [26] to calculate the signicance. We
further calibrate each p-value with the Bonferroni Correction [33]
to control the Family-Wise Error Rate.

Generally, through the comparison between dierent dimen-
sions, we nd that all dimensions have a great impact on users’
search eort and gain, especially in the query-related behaviors.
However, there are few dierences in reformulation across dier-
ent levels of domain expertise, as we only observe signicances in
four variables, e.g., "%Type=Specication" and "%Inspiration=Others".
This suggests that users’ familiarity with the search domain is less
prone to aect their reformulation patterns. On the other hand, the
intent trigger has the largest impact on reformulating behaviors
as well as user actions, followed by the specicity of intent. In
the third column of Table 3, we can observe that most variables
vary signicantly across dierent intent triggers. Therefore, we
will focus more on this dimension later.

4.2.1 Intent trigger. In interest-driven tasks, users take less eort
in the search process (e.g., fewer task queries and shorter task
time). Task diculty perceived by users is lower (0.86 vs. 1.34 in
task-driven sessions) while the average satisfaction and success are
both higher than the other two taxonomies. Moreover, they tend to
submit queries with a high unique term ratio (0.93) under diverse
intents ("%Type=New Topic": 0.19). It seems that users depend more
on search engines for reformulation, as they access hot queries and

query suggestions more frequently, making the submitted queries
more diverse. They are also more likely to be inspired by the con-
tents on SERPs to organize the next queries (other components
on SERP: 0.23, search snippets: 0.19). On the contrary, task-driven
sessions are signicantly more dicult. It is still hard for users to
achieve search success (3.14 vs. 3.48 in interest-driven tasks) even
when they have paid greater eorts. As users need to pay more
eort in reformulation ("%Inspiration=Others": 0.59), perceived task
satisfaction is relatively lower on average ("task satisfaction": 3.16,
). The unique term ratio is relatively low, indicating there are more
overlapped terms between consecutive queries. This may be be-
cause users tend to submit queries that are more relevant to the
previous ones to better nd useful information for task completion.
To do so, they are always searching for a better formulation of
their information need ("%Reason=Better Query": 0.11) by attempt-
ing more generalized queries, synonyms, and intrinsically diverse
queries.

For the sessions that are both interest- and task-driven, most val-
ues are the interpolation between two extremes. Nevertheless, we
nd highest values in 1) % Type=Specication, 2) % Interface=Search
Box, and 3) % Reason=Satisfaction. In this condition (a typical sce-
nario can be online shopping), people are more willing to narrow
down the search scope step by step until they have found enough
useful information. They are also found to browse the Web pages
more carefully, i.e., with slower mouse movements. Both search
interest and the purpose of task completion may motivate users to
be more engaged in the search process. Finally, although the tasks
are more dicult than interest-driven only sessions, users can still
achieve a similar level of success. In summary, users are mostly
guided by search engines in sessions that are only triggered by in-
terests, followed by sessions that are both interest- and task-driven.
In long and complex tasks, we observe relatively weak guidance
from search engines in assisting users to better reformulate queries.

4.2.2 Intent specificity. Users with broad search intents tend to
submit shorter queries while spending more time on all pages. With
an ambiguous intent, they may need to pay more attention to the
contents in SERPS or landing page to extract useful information. In
comparison, tasks started by clear search intent are more dicult
on average. However, these users achieve comparable search suc-
cess and tend to be more satised when leaving the current query.
This may be because users with clear intentions have a better un-
derstanding of the task nature thus can judge the diculty of the
task more accurately. Even if the diculty is greater, the search task
can be successfully completed by them. These users are also sig-
nicantly more likely to be inspired by search engines, suggesting
that they can better utilize the services in search engines.

4.2.3 Domain expertise. Users who are familiar with the search
task pay more eort on average due to the high task diculty,
while it is easier for unfamiliar users to reach their search goal.
However, domain expertise does not have signicant eects on user
reformulations. One phenomenon is that in-domain users formulate
more specialized queries with less inspiration from search engines.
It indicates that users who are familiar with the task are more
inclined to rely on their own knowledge for query reconstruction
and gradually narrow down the search scope.
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Figure 7: Overall distributions for the user utilization of dierent entries (left, the row of search box is omitted to better focus

on other functional entries) and the inspiration source for reformulation (right) across session reformulation steps.

Table 3: Dierences in user search eort & gain, reformulating behavior, and user actions w.r.t. dierent intent triggers, speci-

city, and expertise. "*/**/***" indicates a statistical signicance atp < 0.05/0.01/0.001 level usingKruskal-Wallis’sHTest among

dierent taxonomies in one dimension. Note that all p-values are calibrated through Bonferroni correction within the corre-

sponding behavior group. Underlines in the "Intent Trigger" dimension denote a non-signicant dierence (p > 0.05) between

the values in two taxonomies using Dunn’s post-hoc test [8] although the dierence within the dimension is signicant.

Behavioral Variables
Intent Trigger Intent Specificity Domain Expertise

Interest-
driven
(0)

Interest-
& Task-
driven
(2)

Task-
driven
(4)

Sig. Clear
(3-4)

Broad
(0-1) Sig. Familiar

(3-4)
Unfamiliar

(0-1) Sig.

Search
Eort
& Gain

# task queries 1.68 2.24 2.77 *** 2.10 2.36 – 2.53 1.87 ***
# task query terms 7.32 10.0 13.1 *** 11.5 9.2 *** 6.52 10.9 ***
# task unique terms 6.30 6.94 8.64 ** 10.2 6.52 *** 8.72 7.94 ***
# avg. terms per query 4.25 4.52 4.16 *** 4.65 4.17 *** 4.55 3.77 ***
# avg. unique terms per query 3.90 3.66 3.16 *** 4.37 3.46 *** 3.97 3.13 ***
unique term ratio 0.93 0.84 0.83 *** 0.94 0.86 *** 0.89 0.88 –
task time (s) 404.1 415.7 461.0 – 311.8 442.2 *** 429.0 404.3 *
avg. dwell time on SERP (s) 175.9 143.3 164.0 – 130.4 167.1 *** 174.8 149.7 ***
avg. dwell time on other page (s) 70.63 112.9 136.5 – 60.74 106.7 *** 90.3 107.0 –
# total pages 6.28 5.76 5.76 – 5.72 6.04 – 5.84 6.05 –
# clicks on SERPs 4.47 3.99 2.78 *** 4.30 3.62 – 4.07 3.46 ***
# clicks on other pages 0.36 0.39 0.73 – 0.22 0.54 – 0.39 0.59 ***
# clicks on search results 3.38 3.39 2.06 *** 2.74 2.99 – 3.33 2.31 ***
# clicks on others 1.45 1.00 1.45 *** 1.77 1.16 ** 1.14 1.75 –
task satisfaction (0-4) 3.48 3.34 3.16 *** 3.40 3.37 – 3.32 3.46 ***
task diculty (0-4) 0.86 1.28 1.34 *** 1.71 1.01 *** 1.29 0.91 ***
task success (0-4) 3.48 3.34 3.14 *** 3.36 3.36 – 3.30 3.46 ***

Reformulating
Behaviors

% Type=Specication 0.27 0.40 0.22 *** 0.22 0.30 ** 0.33 0.24 ***
% Type=Generalization 0.03 0.04 0.06 * 0.03 0.06 * 0.07 0.05 –
% Type=Synonym 0.09 0.11 0.17 *** 0.05 0.13 *** 0.11 0.13 –
% Type=Somewhat Relevant 0.19 0.24 0.31 *** 0.19 0.24 – 0.19 0.25 *
% Type=New Topic 0.19 0.06 0.12 *** 0.30 0.10 *** 0.12 0.16 –
% Entry=Search Box 0.76 0.94 0.91 *** 0.70 0.90 *** 0.85 0.84 –
% Entry=Hot Queries 0.15 0.02 0.05 *** 0.24 0.05 *** 0.09 0.09 –
% Entry=Query Suggestion 0.07 0.03 0.03 *** 0.05 0.04 – 0.05 0.04 –
% Insp=Others 0.30 0.58 0.59 *** 0.28 0.57 *** 0.54 0.45 **
% Insp=SERP Other Components 0.23 0.06 0.10 *** 0.37 0.09 *** 0.12 0.17 *
% Insp=Landing Pages 0.11 0.14 0.09 – 0.07 0.12 – 0.12 0.09 –
% Insp=Search Snippets 0.19 0.11 0.11 *** 0.17 0.11 * 0.12 0.14 –
% Reason=Satisfaction (A) 0.66 0.71 0.55 *** 0.80 0.66 *** 0.69 0.68 –
% Reason=Dissatisfaction (B) 0.21 0.20 0.30 *** 0.08 0.23 *** 0.21 0.21 –
% Reason=Better Query (C) 0.09 0.07 0.11 * 0.08 0.08 – 0.07 0.08 –

User
Actions

# avg. clicks per query 1.64 1.46 1.19 *** 1.44 1.44 – 1.51 1.39 ***
avg. click rank 2.51 2.43 2.41 – 2.31 2.53 – 2.46 2.48 –
max. click rank 4.06 4.08 3.75 – 3.75 4.16 – 4.04 3.92 –
avg. annotated usefulness (0-3) 0.25 0.26 0.20 *** 0.20 0.25 *** 0.26 0.20 ***
moving time ratio 0.45 0.46 0.42 – 0.43 0.46 – 0.41 0.47 *
scrolling time ratio 0.28 0.27 0.21 *** 0.23 0.26 – 0.24 0.25 –
avg. moving distance (pix) 59.9 52.4 61.5 *** 58.3 57.5 – 57.2 57.1 –
avg. moving speed (pix/s) 561.7 507.9 560.0 * 554.3 537.4 – 566.6 521.0 –
avg. scrolling distance (pix) 81.9 63.9 84.0 *** 86.2 72.6 *** 68.7 83.4 ***
avg. scrolling speed (pix/s) 921.2 699.0 860.9 *** 943.9 787.7 *** 757.6 891.0 ***

4.3 Summary

In this section, we have analyzed the trend of reformulation rev-
olution within sessions as well as the eects of search intents in

dierent taxonomies on user reformulating behaviors to address
RQ1 and RQ2, respectively.

To answer RQ1, we conclude as follows: 1) User search process
can be summarized into a two-phase process: Specialization→Intent
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Shift. Users tend to add more constraints on existing queries at ini-
tial steps to narrow the scope of the following search. As their
search intents are gradually satised, they will start to shift their
intents intrinsically or extrinsically. 2) Users mainly use the search
box for query reformulation. Whereas, a certain proportion (about
40%) of their inspirations are from SERPs and landing pages, indi-
cating that there is potential for search engines to better provide
query suggestion services by leveraging session contexts. 3) As
users pay too much eort on complex search tasks, search engines
should be improved in guiding users to better reformulate their
queries. Our results highlight the necessity of search engines to
leverage search contexts for query recommendation.

To answerRQ2, we conclude that: 1) Users’ reformulating behav-
iors can be largely inuenced by both the trigger and the specicity
of their intents, while their domain expertise has less eect. 2) Ex-
isting query suggestion services in SERPs benet interest-driven
tasks more. However, in task-driven sessions where users need to
pay more eorts, search engines only provide limited assistance.
Through user modeling, search engines may better identify the
intents behind user behavioral signals and further provide person-
alized query suggestion services for various intents.

5 PREDICTING VARIOUS ASPECTS OF

REFORMULATING BEHAVIOR

Better understanding and further predicting users’ reformulating
behaviors are benecial for the optimization of search systems.Most
previous work only consider reformulation contents, i.e., predicting
the next queries that users might issue. However, it may provide
little help for alleviating users’ search eorts by merely tting the
user query sequences. We need to explore detailed aspects such
as why and how they would formulate queries. To this end, we
address two novel challenges in RQ3 by predicting: 1) why users
leave the current SERP and reformulate the query, and 2) how
they reformulate the current query. To better tackle the second
challenge, we split it into two subtasks: a) whether users will use
other reformulating entries except for the search box; and b) if so,
which entry they will access. Finally, we obtained three subtasks,
among which two were four-class classication problems and the
other one was a binary classication problem. For simplicity, we
denote the three tasks as:Why,Whether, andWhich problems in
what follows.

5.1 Features

In this work, we propose a supervised learning approach for pre-
diction. Based on the analyses in Section §4, we nd that various
search intents have a great impact on users’ reformulations as well
as other behavioral variables such as query, dwell time, click, and
their mouse activities. We prefer that these interrelated variables
can contribute to the prediction of user reformulations. Therefore,
we extract several features for each group based on the observations
within sessions since annotations can not be directly obtained in re-
alistic scenarios. Previous studies have also highlighted the eective-
ness of using session-level trends for query auto-completion [21].
Therefore, we also introduce several tendency-based features. All
features with the corresponding descriptions are given in Table 4.

Table 4: Descriptions of all features that we use.

Group Feature

Query

Q1 - number of previous queries
Q2 - proportion of unique queries
Q3 - number of terms in the current query
Q4 - average number of terms in previous queries
Q5 - average number of unique terms in previous queries
Q6 - average Jaccard similarity of previous queries
Q7 - average Levenshtein distance of previous queries

Dwell Time

D1 - dwell time on the current query
D2 - dwell time on previous queries
D3 - total dwell time on SERPs in previous queries
D4 - average dwell time on SERPs in previous queries
D5 - total dwell time on other pages in previous queries
D6 - average dwell time on other pages in previous queries

Click

C1 - number of clicked results in the current SERP
C2 - number of clicks on other components in the current SERP
C3 - number of clicked results in previous SERPs
C4 - number of clicks on other components in previous SERPs
C5 - average number of clicked results in previous SERPs
C6/C7 - min/max clicked rank in the current query
C8/C9 - min/max clicked rank in previous queries

Mouse

M1/M2 - average moving distance/speed in the current query
M3/M4 - average moving distance/speed in previous queries
M5/M6 - average scrolling distance/speed in the current query
M7/M8 - average scrolling distance/speed in previous queries
M9 - max browse depth in the current SERP
M10 - max browse depth in previous SERPs

Trend
T1/T2 - trend of Jaccard similarities in previous queries
T3/T4 - trend of Levenshtein distances in previous queries
T5 - Trend of query dwell time in previous queries

Let qT be the current query and tT be the dwell time on qT , then
the features in the "Trend" group can be formulated as:

T 1 = Jaccard (qT−1, qT )/
1

T − 1

T∑
i=2

Jaccard (qi−1, qi );

T 2 = Jaccard (qT−1, qT )/
1

T − 1

T∑
i=2

Jaccard (qi−1, qT );

T 3 = Lev(qT−1, qT )/
1

T − 1

T∑
i=2

Lev(qi−1, qi );

T 4 = Lev(qT−1, qT )/
1

T − 1

T∑
i=2

Lev(qi−1, qT );

T 5 = (tT − tT−1)/
1

T − 1

T∑
i=2

(ti − ti−1)

5.2 Experimental Setups

Baseline methods we used include: 1) random prediction, 2) maxi-
mum category, 3) multilayer perceptron (MLP), 4) GBDT [24] and 5)
XGBoost [4]. Among them, the maximum category is the most fre-
quent class of each task in our dataset. Moreover, we implemented
MLP with a two-layer neural network based on Pytorch 3. As we
mainly focus on the in-depth investigation of users’ reformulating
behaviors, how to design more sophisticated frameworks is beyond
the scope of this paper.

We trained all supervised learning methods based on the ex-
tracted features and report their prediction performances in dier-
ent tasks with 5-fold cross-validation. Note that in the "Whether"
problem, we omitted the feature C2 as it could not be obtained
before prediction. AUC and macro F1-score are used to evaluate

3https://pytorch.org

https://pytorch.org
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Table 5: Performances of all methods across dierent intent-

level conditions in each task.

(a) The reason why users reformulate a query (Macro F1).

Model IN IT TA CL BR All

Random 0.115 0.143 0.163 0.130 0.093 0.192
Max Category 0.219 0.223 0.201 0.216 0.229 0.217
MLP 0.334 0.315 0.305 0.329 0.463 0.360
GBDT 0.387 0.343 0.319 0.375 0.589 0.384
XGBoost 0.447 0.375 0.338 0.437 0.592 0.447

(b) Whether users will access other reformulating entries (AUC).

Model IN IT TA CL BR All

Random 0.509 0.459 0.514 0.492 0.511 0.500
Max Category 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
MLP 0.786 0.778 0.716 0.746 0.714 0.759
GBDT 0.819 0.754 0.735 0.769 0.688 0.776

XGBoost 0.819 0.770 0.735 0.766 0.688 0.776

(c) Which reformulating entry users will access (Macro F1).

Model IN IT TA CL BR All

Random 0.147 0.139 0.139 0.157 0.238 0.152
Max Category 0.273 0.460 0.220 0.201 0.463 0.190
MLP 0.566 0.507 0.510 0.432 0.568 0.434
GBDT 0.626 0.622 0.648 0.599 0.675 0.549

XGBoost 0.536 0.654 0.568 0.538 0.657 0.538

* IN: interest-driven, IT: interest- and task-driven, TA: task-driven; CL: clear intent,
BR: broad intent.

the predicting performance of the binary classication task. As for
multi-class classication, we select macro F1-score and accuracy
(ACC) as the evaluation metrics.

5.3 Results

In this section, we compare the performance of each classier and
each feature group. We further present the importance of each fea-
ture in prediction to serve as the guidance in these novel problems.

5.3.1 Comparison between classifiers. Table 5 reports the perfor-
mance of each method in dierent tasks. We nd that XGBoost
performs the best in three tasks overall, followed by GBDT. All
supervised learning methods achieve signicantly better results
than simple decisions, showing that it is possible to learn detailed
user reformulating patterns. Most models predict why users refor-
mulate a query more accurately in broad-intent sessions but have a
poor performance on task-driven ones. Complex user behaviors in
task-driven sessions may cause great diculty for predicting user
intents when they are leaving the current query (random decisions
even achieves a higher F1 score value in the TA condition than the
other two conditions). While in the BR condition, users tend to be
satised as their search goals are easier to reach (i.e., Maximum
Category outperforms Random), hence all methods can model user
intents better. As revealed in Table 5(b), all learning methods have
similar performances (decision trees are slightly better), indicating
both linear and non-linear approaches are appropriate to predict
whether users will access other reformulating entries. Dierent
from Table 5(a), they can predict more accurately in the CL con-
dition, where users prefer not to use the search box. As for the
"Which" problem, decision trees are signicantly superior to simple
neural networks.

5.3.2 Comparison between feature groups. We further compare the
performance of each single feature group using the best models

in the corresponding task ("Why" & "Whether": XGBoost, "Which":
GBDT), as shown in Table 6. In the "Why" and "Which" prob-
lems, query and mouse-related features perform the best among
all groups, while in the "Whether" problem, the query group per-
forms substantially better than others. Using all features yields the
best performances in all metrics across various predicting tasks,
suggesting the usefulness of each single feature group. The query
group is overall the best. which indicates that exploiting more ses-
sion contexts can improve the prediction of detailed aspects in
reformulations.

5.3.3 Feature importance. To further verify the eectiveness of
each feature, we inspect the importance (based on information
gain) of them in these tasks 4, as shown in Figure 8, 9, and 10, re-
spectively. Note that all importance scores have been normalized
according to the maximum value. There are huge dierences in the
distribution of feature importance across three tasks. We nd that
in the "Why" problem, the top ve most important features are the
minimum/maximum clicked rank in the current query (C6/C7), the
proportion of unique terms in previous queries (Q2), the number
of previous queries (Q1), and the maximum browse depth in the
current SERP (M7). All feature groups have a certain contribution
to the overall system performance. While in the "Whether" prob-
lem, query related features contribute signicantly more than other
groups. Whether users will depend on themselves to reformulate
queries may be highly related to their intents hence the query con-
text will be eective. The number of clicks on other components
in previous SERPs can also serve as a prospect, as users are more
likely to use these interfaces if there are similar behaviors in former
queries. This suggests the potential of introducing more personal-
ized factors. Finally, mouse features are proved to be essential in
predicting the interface that users adopt for reformulation, while
other features manifest as trivial. Even so, predicting the entries that
users access is meaningful because they reveal various directions
of users’ shifting intents.

To answer RQ3, we conclude that it is possible to predict ner-
grained user intents behind their reformulations by leveraging
session-level contextual information. Although our experiment is a
premier step, it can serve as a reference for more intensive work in
the future.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK

In this paper, we have conducted a long-term eld study to collect
users’ daily search activities as well as the ne-grained information
of query reformulations. To our best knowledge, this is the rst
work to study multiple aspects of users’ reformulating behaviors.
Based on the collected data, we have thoroughly analyzed the distri-
bution of reformulation types, reasons, inspiration source, and the
entries that users access over time within sessions. To investigate
the relationships between 1) user reformulations, 2) search eort
& gain, 3) user actions and A) search intents as well as B) domain
expertise, we have also made a detailed univariate analysis. Inspired
by the ndings in the eld study, a supervised learning framework
has been proposed to predict: 1) why users reformulate queries,
and 2) how they reformulate these queries (i.e., from which entry).

Our ndings provide new insight into users’ complex reformu-
lating behaviors as well as the guidance for designing better query

4We conducted a feature analysis rather than the ablation study to report more detailed
eectiveness of each feature.
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Figure 8: Normalized feature importance of predicting the reason behind each reformulation behavior using XGBoost.
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Figure 9: Normalized feature importance (w/o C2) of predicting whether users will access other entries using XGBoost.
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Figure 10: Normalized feature importance of predicting the entries that users access for query reformulation using GBDT.

Table 6: Comparison in predicting performance of single fea-

ture group in dierent tasks.

Feature
Group

Why Whether Which
ACC Macro F1 AUC Macro F1 ACC Macro F1

Query 0.755 0.257 0.682 0.718 0.736 0.465
Dwell 0.738 0.257 0.520 0.496 0.630 0.208
Click 0.750 0.285 0.635 0.669 0.745 0.418
Mouse 0.731 0.348 0.524 0.500 0.812 0.436
Trend 0.739 0.249 0.519 0.490 0.623 0.226
All 0.774 0.444 0.776 0.814 0.839 0.549

suggestion techniques in search engines. First, through the investi-
gation of users’ evolving query reformulations, we nd that gener-
ally a search session can be summarized into a two-phase process:
Specialization→Intent Shift. This suggests that the search scope of
query recommendations can be broad at the beginning of sessions,
but should be gradually narrowed down according to the follow-up
queries issued by users. Second, existing search engines can better
guide users in interest-driven tasks. However, their assistance in
saving users’ search eorts in complex or task-driven sessions is
limited. As users pay more eort yet gain less satisfaction in com-
plex tasks, search engines should be further improved to provide
more help in these scenarios. One possible measure is to provide
interactive summarizations (snippets) in the exploratory search

process. Third, users behave dierently in query reformulation
with various search intent triggers and specicity. By understand-
ing users’ reformulating behaviors, we can better identify user
intents and task property to further predict task diculty as well
as satisfaction. All of these are helpful in the optimization of search
engines, e.g., balancing exploration and exploitation for recalling
relevant documents or providing guidance for search users. Last
but not least, according to the results in predicting why and how
users reformulate a query, we nd it possible to model delicate as-
pects of user reformulations by leveraging contextual information
within sessions. Although this is the rst attempt, our work will be
benecial for building more realistic user simulators in the future.

As with any research, there are limitations to our experiments:
1) Due to the limit of our browser extension, we only consider the
reformulation entries in two commercial search engines. There may
be more forms of reformulation interfaces in other search engines
that we have not considered. 2) The reformulation inspirations
were explicitly annotated by participants in the reviewing phase.
However, sometimes they may not remember exactly which com-
ponent has inspired them. More sophisticated techniques such as
eye-tracking can be applied to collect more accurate information.

For future work, one possible direction is personalized query
reformulation. In this paper, we mainly consider user reformulating
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behaviors within a search task. As dierent individuals may have
dierent propensities or habits while using search engines, more
information beyond sessions such as the search history can be
considered to better understand user behaviors. We believe that
such studies are forward-looking and can provide more insights
into the design of SERPs.
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